About Workspace for OpenFin

This is the first release of Workspace for OpenFin. This version is primarily for evaluation purposes, and for users who are already operating in an OpenFin environment. Workspace for OpenFin can be downloaded here.

In this release

This pilot release of Workspace for OpenFin:

− Allows users to run Workspace native applications such as:
  − Company Overview
  − Chart
  − Monitor
  − And others, with limited functionality

− Features Tabbing, Navigation, Bookmarks and all ellipsis menus at almost the same level as our main LSEG Workspace product.

− Supports multiple languages

Limitations

Only one window type, an LSEG browser-style window, is currently supported. The following features are not yet supported:

− Launcher
− Settings
− Alerts
− Profile
− Notifications
− Linking
− Tilesets

Coming soon

The following features are scheduled to be delivered in Q1 2024:

− Help and Support
− Alerts and Notifications
− Debugging and troubleshooting tools
− Advanced features that support private network users